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Abstract— Recently, the problem of dissipative balanced
reduction for nonlinear systems was posed and solved using
a behavioral- geometric framework supported on differential
geometry and dissipativity theory on Hilbert manifolds. In
this paper we apply such framework to the particular but
prevalent class of nonlinear systems known as passive systems,
in particular, port-Hamiltonian systems with dissipation. As
an amenity throughout the sections, the academic example of
the universal motor is discussed.

Index Terms— Nonlinear systems, geometric approaches,
eigenvalue problems, model approximation, model reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a system of differential equations, its symmetry
group consist on the group of transformations acting on in-
dependent and dependent variables such that solutions of the
system are transformed into other solutions (Olver, 1993).
Symmetries have played and important role for reduction
in classical mechanics and there is a large and rather well
known history within a differential geometric framework
for reduction of Hamiltonian systems (Marsden and Wein-
stein, 1974; Abraham and Marsden, 1978). Nevertheless, the
assumption of energy conservation during the group action
is not appropriate for many engineering systems whose
behavior is importantly affected by dissipative effects. Think
for instance in the dynamics of an oil-reservoir whose
behavior is not mainly defined by the reservoir potential
energy but by the dissipative effects of porous media during
oil extraction.
This paper is committed to dissipative balanced reduction in
the class of passive systems, in particular, port-Hamiltonian
systems with dissipation.
A C-class (C,φ) is understood as a particular structure of
dynamical models with characteristic properties, such that
C is closed under composition and factorization, along with
a structure-preserving isomorphism φ, such that closure
is exhibited when φ acts as a binary operator in the set
C. Model reduction of dynamical systems is an operation
performed within the members of the C-class. Typical steps
for every reduction method include determination of an
isomorphic system, factorization into a quotient system, and
restriction into a subsystem, (Elkin, 1999).
Recently we have characterized the problem of behavioral

(or dissipative) balanced reduction in differential geometric
terms (Lopezlena, 2006a; Lopezlena, 2006b). At the heart
of the problem of finding a balanced realization is the char-
acterization of a balancing condition in two forms: either as
a duality identification between past and future behaviors in
a Hilbert manifold framework and as a condition for group
extension of two Lie semigroups describing the evolution of
a system along two dual spaces in backward and forward-
time respectively (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b). More-
over, it has been shown that there are associated generating
(storage) functions for each semigroup action which –after
sufficing the balancing condition–, are related by a Legendre
transform, see (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b).
With the notorious exception of using storage functions as
integral invariants, –instead of energy–, this same geometric
tools are widely used in the context of Analytical Mechan-
ics and therefore the exposition of a balanced reduction
procedure for port-Hamiltonian systems (briefly, Hp-class)
seems to be a natural application of the behavioral balancing
theory.
The traditional approach of reduction based on symmetries
can be compared with the procedure of dissipative balanced
reduction as follows. First of all, the traditional methods of
reduction are based on the characterization of symmetries
associated to functions that are invariant along the evolution
of a dynamical system, –viz., the energy of a conservative
system–. Moreover, it is assumed that there are not inputs,
outputs or otherwise undetermined variables throughout the
dynamical system that may perturb such invariant functions.
In the approach considered here we assume that the system
is dissipative in Willems’ sense (Willems, 1972), that inputs
and outputs play a role on the definition of integral invari-
ant storage functions and moreover that, –contrary to the
traditional approach–, any other integral invariant function
independent of inputs, outputs or unknown variables is
useless for the input-output behavior of our control systems,
permiting with this the synthesis of a quotient system within
the class.
A minimal realization pertinent for control and systems
analysis for the Hp-class, intends the synthesis of a reduced
order model that preserves the Hamiltonian structure of the
class and preserves the relevant input-output information,
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namely the controllability and observability of the original
system.
Different approaches to reduce Hamiltonian systems have
been presented previously, see references in (Lopezlena et
al., 2003; Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2004).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present
fundamental concepts used in the geometric behavioral
balanced reduction in order to discuss in Section III the
balancing condition for the Hp-class. Hilbert manifold struc-
tures are discussed in IV. As a natural consequence of these
geometric structures, nonlinear Gramians are recalled in
Section V.

II. DISSIPATIVE-GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS

The Hp-class of port-Hamiltonian systems with dissi-
pation, see (van der Schaft, 2000), consist of the quartet
(M,D, H,R) where the C∞ manifold M is the state-
space, D is a Dirac structure, H a Hamiltonian function
and R a dissipative (symmetric) structure. Let us express the
structure map M : T ∗M 7→ TM by M (x) = J(x)−R(x)
such that J(x) = −JT (x), R(x) = RT (x). For t ≥ 0 a
member of this class Σ+ can be expressed by

[
ẋ(t)

−y(t)

]
=

[
M1

1 (x) M2
1 (x)

M1
2 (x) M2

2 (x)

] [
∇T H(x)

u(t)

]
, (1)

where x ∈ Rn are local coordinates for M. The set of
external variables W ≈ Rω, p + q ≤ ω, includes u ∈ U ⊂
Rp and y ∈ Y ⊂ Rq as subsets.
The Hp-class is closed under composition and factorization
(Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2004) and a structure-preserving
isomorphism φ can always be defined, see (Lopezlena et
al., 2003) and references therein.
For piecewise constant control inputs u(t), u : t 7→ U , the
(smooth) time varying vector field x 7→ f(x, u(t)) has an
associated family of vector fields denoted by Fu = {fu :
u ∈ U}.
One well known tool to describe dynamical systems as they
evolve in time are semigroups of diffeomorphisms, otherwise
called evolutionary operators. We briefly recall them here:
A family {Φ(x, t), t ∈ t+, x ∈ D ⊂ M} in a class of
bounded operators inM is called a 1-parameter semigroup
if it is such that the mapping Φ : R1 ×D → D, Φ(t, x) =
φt(x) depends smoothly on t ∈ R+; φ0(x) = x and
φt2 ◦ φt1(x) = φt2+t1(x). In this paper we assume that
such semigroups are strongly continuous (C0-semigroups)
meaning that such semigroups t 7→ φt(x) are continuous
on their time subinterval for every x ∈M.
Such semigroups are generated by vectorfields in the family
Fu. We say that a vectorfield ξ(x) is a generator of a 1-
parameter group of diffeomorphisms if it is such that ξ(x) =
[∂Φ(t, x)/∂t]|t=0. We express this fact with the exponential
map expx : TxM 7→M as follows gt(x) = exp(tξ)x, see
e.g. (Olver, 1993).
Since we are interested in the foward-time and the
backward-time evolution of the system Σ, we will adopt as
notation to indicate the time direction in the conventional

forward-time evolution Σ+ by the interval t = {t|t ∈
R+} and a backward-time evolution Σ− by τ = {τ |τ =
−t, t ∈ t}. Moreover we consider two half-spaces M× t
and M∗ × τ , where M (supporting the states) and M∗

(supporting the costates) are dual spaces joined at t = 0
by duality relations at their boundary or edgeM0 andM∗

0

respectively. Under this notation, there can be defined a
semi-trajectory x(t) ∈ M× t, t ∈ t generated by a positive
semigroup and a negative semi-trajectory x̂(τ ) ∈ M∗ × τ ,
t ∈ τ generated by a negative semigroup as discussed
in the subsections that follow. In terms of the behavioral
approach, the Hp-class has a well defined set of external
signals W such that TW = TM⊕ T ∗M with TM = F
and T ∗M = F∗. In particular, it is common to refer to
the variables supported by TM as flow variables and the
variables on T ∗M as effort variables.
A member Σ+ in the Hp-class is dissipative if there is a
self-adjoint linear operator Z ∈ L(W,W) with associated
quadratic function r : W 7→ R1 satisfying (Hill and
Moylan, 1980)

r(u(t), y(t)) = w(t)T Zw(t) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ t, (2)

where [u(t), y(t)] ∈ W. In particular, when

w(t)T Zw(t) =
1
2

[
y(t)
u(t)

]T [
0 I
−I 0

] [
y(t)
u(t)

]

such dissipative system is called passive. Based on the
function r : W 7→ R1 (called supply rate), it is possible
to define two (pseudo) Riemannian metric spaces whose
metrics are precisely the past stored energy and the future
stored energy. These storage functions are well known in
the theory of dissipative systems (Willems, 1972), and are
briefly discussed in the following.

A. Forward-time evolution

In the forward-time evolution, the system Σ+ has a
solution in terms of 1-parameter C0-semigroups of diffeo-
morphisms x(t) = Φ(t; t0, x0, u(t)), using appropriately
defined piecewise-constant control inputs u(t) ∈ U defined
by the solution of the optimal control problem

Sa(x0, ra) = sup
u(·)∈U

x(∞)=0;x(0)=x0

−
∫ ∞

0

ra(w+(t))dt, (3)

that guarantee boundedness of such semi-group actions. By
S+

G = {Φt(x)}t∈t we denote the positive semigroup of all
the elements of {Φtx(t)} evolving in forward-time. The
function (3) is known as the available storage, Sa :M→
R+ where r : W → R1, r(w(t)), is called supply rate
relative to Sa .

Remark 2.1: For an optimal u? ∈ U , satisfying Eq. (3),
the avalable storage in the Hp-class can be expressed by
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Sa(x0, ra) = H(x0) −D(x0, u
?, t)∞0 where

D(x0, u
?, t)∞0

def=
∫ ∞

0

[
∂H
∂x
u?

]T [
R1

1 R2
1

R1
2 R2

2

] [
∂H
∂x
u?

]
dt.

(4)
It is shown in (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b) that
whenever Sa : M 7→ R1 exists and is smooth on (the
compact) M, the (maximal) flow {Φt(x)}t≥0 generated
by the vectorfield ξ+

q = −∇Sa is a positive semigroup;
meaning that for all t ∈ t+, Φt(x) is defined on all M.

Example 2.1 (Forward-time universal motor): The uni-
versal motor, see e.g. (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006a), has
the following Hp-class model




ḣ(t)

φ̇(t)

ω(t)

I(t)




=




−B κ φ
L −1 0

−κ φ
L −R 0 −1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0







∂H
∂h
∂H
∂φ

τ (t)

−Vt(t)




(5)

for a Hamiltonian energy function given by

H(h, φ) =
1
2J

h2 +
1

2L
φ2. (6)

Although we do not provide a closed-form expression for
S+

G , using numerical methods from (Lopezlena and Scher-
pen, 2006a), the available storage function Sa(x0, ra) =
H(h, φ)−D(h, φ, u?, t)∞0 can be approximately determined
and from it the orbits of S+

G can be determined.

B. Backward-time evolution

Time reversibility for Hamiltonian systems has been the
subject of other studies, (van der Schaft, 1982; van der
Schaft, 1983). A backward-time system Σ− in the Hp-class
can be expressed by
[

˙̂x(τ )

−ŷ(τ )

]
=

[
−M1

1 (x̂) −M2
1 (x̂)

M1
2 (x̂) M2

2 (x̂)

] [
∇T H?(x̂)

û(τ )

]

(7)

for a dual co-Hamiltonian function H?(x̂) whose properties
will be discussed later. In the backward-time evolution, Σ−

is solved in negative time τ and for an appropriately defined
û(τ ) ∈ U∗ solution of the optimal control problem

S∗
r (x̂0, rr) = − sup

û(·)∈U∗

x̂(∞)=0;x̂(0)=x̂0

∫ ∞

0

rr(ŵ−(τ ))dτ, (8)

it defines an evolution operator map (C0-semigroup) x̂(τ ) =
Θ(τ ; τ0, x̂(0), û(τ )), τ ∈ τ whose semi-group actions
are bounded. Denote such backward-time semigroup by
S−
Fu

= {Θτ (x̂)}τ∈τ . Function (8) is called the backward-
time required supply, S∗

r : M∗ → R+ , where r : W∗ →
R1, r(ŵ−(τ )), is the supply rate relative to S∗

r .
Remark 2.2: For an optimal û? ∈ U∗, satisfying Eq. (8),

the required supply in the Hp-class can be expressed by

S∗
r (x̂0, rr) = H?(x̂0) + D̂(x̂0, û

?, τ )∞0 where

D̂(x̂0, û
?, τ )∞0

def=
∫ ∞

0

[
∂H?

∂x̂
û?

]T [
R1

1 R2
1

R1
2 R2

2

] [
∂H?

∂x̂
û?

]
dτ.

(9)
In (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b) is argued that whenever
S∗

r :M∗ 7→ R1 exists and is smooth on (the compact)M∗,
the (maximal) flow {Θ̂τ (x̂)}τ≥0 generated by the vector-
field ξ−g = −∇S∗

r is a negative semigroup on M∗ × τ ;
meaning that for all τ ∈ τ , Θ̂τ (x̂) is defined on all M∗.

Example 2.2 (Backward-time universal motor): The Hp-
class model of the backward-time universal motor is



ω̇(τ )

İ(τ )

ω(τ )

I(τ )




=




B
J2 − κI

JL − 1
J 0

κI
JL

R
L2 0 − 1

L
1
J 0 0 0

0 1
L

0 0







∂H?

∂ω

∂H?

∂I

−τ (τ )

Vt(τ )




(10)

for a co-hamiltonian function defined by
H?(ω, I) =

1
2
Jω2 +

1
2
LI2 (11)

Although a closed-form expression for S−
Fu

is not available,
the backward required supply S∗

r (x̂0, rr) = H?(ω, I) +
D̂(ω, I, û?, τ )∞0 can be determined using numerical meth-
ods, (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006a). From the analysis
performed in (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006a), S−

Fu
is only

defined for ω ≥ 0.

III. GROUP EXTENSION AND NONLINEAR DISSIPATIVE

BALANCING

Even though both semigroup actions are generated from
the solutions of Σ, in forward and backward time, the
generating vectorfields of such actions can be completely
different. Indeed, there is no reason to believe a priori
that the integral trajectories of a tangent vectorfield ξ are
defined for both positive t ∈ R+ and negative τ ∈ R−

evolving times. When such ξ generates integral trajectories
for all times (positive and negative), then ξ(x) is a complete
vector field and the family Fu is complete. For instance, the
vectorfield ξ(x) = x2 is not complete on any submanifold
of R1\{0}, (Agrachev and Sachkov, 2004).
In (Lopezlena, 2004) and (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b)
a balancing condition was presented in terms of Lie semi-
groups of diffeomorphisms.
Consider the set of points at the edge M0. Since each
edge-point x0 ∈ M0 defines uniquely a positive semi-
trajectory x+(t) ∈M in forward-time and analogously for
x̂−(τ ) ∈ M∗ in backward-time, then the duality identifi-
cation between such spaces defines the required condition
to define a complete integral trajectory, namely the semi-
groups Φt(x), t ∈ t and Θ̂τ (x̂), τ ∈ τ must be such that




[
Θ̂τ (x̂−(τ ))

]−1

= Φt(x+(t)), s.t.
[
∇xΘ̂τ (x̂−(τ ))

]−1

τ=0
= ∇xΦt(x+(t))|t=0 , is regular

(12)
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is satisfied. Let G(Fu) denote the (connected) Lie group
of diffeomorphisms in M generated by the union of
{exp tξ|t ∈ t, ξ ∈ Fu}. Such complete vectorfield ξ gen-
erates the group G(Fu) = {Φt(x)}t∈t and moreover it is
the unique group extension, whenever G(Fu) is connected
and the tangent wedge of SFu , defined as £(SFu) def=
{ξ ∈ £(G(Fu))| exp(tξ) ⊆ SFu} is a Lie-semialgebra, see
details in (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b). Furthermore,
such unique group extension G(Fu) = Φt(x(t)), G(Fu) =
S+
Fu

⋃
S−
Fu

, defines the flow of Σ, being the smallest
local group containing S+

Fu
, see (Lopezlena and Scher-

pen, 2006b).
Example 3.1 (Universal motor): The fact that S−

Fu
is de-

fined for all x ∈ M while S−
Fu

is only defined for ω ≥ 0,
indicates that this model cannot be a balanced realization
since there does not exist a group extension for all x ∈M.
The cause is its characteristic nonlinearity of unidirectional
rotation disregarding its input voltage polarization.
The group extension condition (12) serves as a basis to
provide a nonlinear balancing condition equivalent to the
linear balancing condition in terms of the past and future
(otherwise controllability and observability) Gramians, as
presented in Section V. In order to show the structural
relationships of the Gramians using semigroups, the use of
Hilbert manifold structures is required first.

IV. HILBERT MANIFOLD STRUCTURES

A Riemannian Hilbert manifold M is a differentiable
manifold locally modeled on a separable Hilbert space
(Palais, 1963; Lang, 1999). Being M Riemannian, it is
endowed with an inner product gM for TxM equivalent
to the inner product 〈·, ·〉 in (dF, 〈·, ·〉) for all x ∈ M,
where F consists of (the equivalence class of) Lebesgue-
measurable, (square) integrable functions mapping the in-
terval [a, b] into Rn, denoted by Ln

2 [a, b]. We require
four Hilbert manifold structures detailed in (Lopezlena and
Scherpen, 2006b). The first one characterizes the natural
duality of the state and costate spaces of the compact,
differentiable, manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉TM) where the internal
system trajectories and associated functions are supported
and endowed by inner products 〈ξ, ζ〉TM and 〈α, β〉T∗M
defined in (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b), see Table I.
Duality between these two spaces is identified with a duality
pairing 〈α, ξ〉TM×T∗M.
A second Hilbert structure, completely analog to the pre-
vious structure, characterizes the space of external signals
(W, 〈·, ·〉TW) and its dual.
The third and fourth Hilbert structures are defined by duality
of the halfspaces of pastM∗×τ and futureM× t system
trajectories and the pastW∗×τ and futureW×t behavioral
trajectories. Each pair of spaces consist of intertwined
dual manifolds with forward-time evolution in M× t and
backward-time evolution in M∗ × τ . The edge can always
be defined by dualization.
The system trajectories x ∈ M, x̂ ∈ M∗ with tangent
vectorfields ξ ∈ TM, α ∈ T ∗M are on Hilbert manifolds

(M × t, 〈·, ·〉TMt
+
) and (M∗ × τ , 〈·, ·〉T∗Mτ

−
) furnished

with inner products 〈α1
−, α2

−〉TMτ
−

and 〈ξ+
1 , ξ+

2 〉TMt
+

de-
tailed in Table II, cfr. (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b).
Duality between these spaces is identified with the dual-
ity pairing 〈ξ+, α−〉T∗Mτ

−×TMt
+

for ξ+ ∈ TMt
+ ,α− ∈

T ∗Mτ
− and a surjective isometry Ξ : Mτ

− 7→ Mt
+ ,

‖α−‖T∗Mτ
−

= ‖ξ+‖TMt
+

.
Remark 4.1: The duality paring can be defined for an

alternative surjective isometry Ξ† : Mt
+ 7→ Mτ

− by
〈ξ+, α−〉TMt

+×T∗Mτ
−

in Table II.
The halfspaces of behavioral trajectories (B−, 〈·, ·〉TB−)
and (B+, 〈·, ·〉TB+) are endowed with inner products
〈ᾱ1

−, ᾱ2
−〉TB− , 〈ξ̄+

1 , ξ̄+
2 〉TB+ and duality is identified with

a duality pairing 〈ξ̄+, ᾱ−〉TB−×TB+ , see their definition
in (Lopezlena, 2006a), they are similar to the structure
in Table II. Influenced by the past B− ⊂ W∗ × τ , the
system trajectories are used to define the future behavior
B+ ⊂ W × t. The behavior and the system trajectories
are related by two storage functions S∗

r (x̂0, rr), Sa(x0, ra)
associated to system Σ as follows:

S∗
r (x̂0, rr)

def= 〈α−, α−〉TMτ
−

= g−B(w−, 0), (13)

Sa(x0, ra)
def= 〈ξ+, ξ+〉TMt

+
= g+

B(w+, 0), (14)

where the past and future metrics of the behavior g−B(w−, 0)
and g+

B(w+, 0) are defined in (Lopezlena, 2006a).
Based on these Hilbert manifold structures, in (Lopezlena
and Scherpen, 2006b) is shown the existence of a Legendre
transform relating both dual spaces with a duality pairing.
Such transform simplifies to conservative Hamiltonian sys-
tems as follows:

Corollary 4.1 (Duality Legendre transform): Let Σ be in
the (conservative) Hp-class in the Hilbert manifold structure
in Table II. Let the functions H(x(t)), x(t) ∈ M, t ≥ 0
and H?(x̂(τ )), x̂(τ ) ∈M∗, τ ≤ 0 be such that ∇T H(x(t))
has a regular inverse for all x ∈M satisfying

[∇TH(x(t))]−1 = ∇TH?(x̂(τ )) (15)

then the following function

L(x(t), x̂(τ )) = 0
= H(x(t)) + H?(x̂(τ )) − 〈ξ+, α−〉T∗Mτ

−×TMt
+
, (16)

is a Legendre transform and equivalently, Eq. (16) is invari-
ant to the following coordinate transformations

x̂(τ ) = ∇TH(x(t)), t ∈ t (17)

x(t) = ∇TH?(x̂(τ )). τ ∈ τ (18)
Proof: It is a particular case of the dissipative case

in (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b) when Sa(x0, ra)
def=

H(x0) and S?
r (x̂0, rr)

def= H?(x̂0).
The coordinate invariant duality product of both spaces is
the sum of the energy and the coenergy.

Example 4.1 (Universal motor): Consider two half-
spaces (M × t, 〈·, ·〉TMt

+
) supporting the forward

evolution of Σ+ and (M∗ × τ , 〈·, ·〉T∗Mτ
−
) supporting the
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TABLE I

HILBERT MANIFOLD STRUCTURE FOR M

Structure Primal space (M, 〈·, ·〉TM) Dual space (M∗, 〈·, ·〉T∗M)
x0(t), x̃0(t) ∈ M; ξ, ζ ∈ TM F, G, x̂(τ) ∈ M∗; α, β ∈ T ∗M

Inner productß 〈ξ, ζ〉TM =
∫ ∞
0 ξiζi dµ(t) 〈α,β〉T∗M =

∫ ∞
0 αiβi dµ(τ)

Duality pairing 〈ξ,α〉TM×T∗M = 〈α̂, ξ̂〉T∗M×TM =

ξ ∈ TM, α ∈ T ∗M (x0, F (x0))0 +
∫ ∞
0 iξα dµ(t) = F (x(0)) + F (x(t))|∞0

(
x̂0, F̂ (x0)

)
0

+
∫ ∞
0 iα̂ξ̂ dµ(τ) = F̂ (x̂(0)) + F̂ (x̂(τ))|∞0

Metrics gM : TM× TM 7→ R1, gM = gij dxi ⊗ dxj gM∗ : T ∗M× T ∗M 7→ R1, gM∗ = gij ∂i ⊗ ∂j

gM(ξ, ζ) = 〈ξ − ζ, ξ − ζ〉TM gM∗ (α,β) = 〈α − β, α − β〉T∗M
Norms ‖ξ‖TM =

√
〈ξ, ξ〉TM ‖α‖T∗M =

√
〈α,α〉T∗M

ß Indicial notation ξiζi def
=

∑n
i ξiζi = ξ1ζ1 + · · · + ξnζn is used throughout.

TABLE II

HILBERT MANIFOLD STRUCTURE FOR TRAJECTORIES ON M× t

Structure Future system trajectories (M× t, 〈·, ·〉TMt
+

) Past system trajectories (M∗ × τ , 〈·, ·〉T∗Mτ
−

)

x+
1 (t), x+

2 (t) ∈ Mt
+; ξ+

i ∈ TMt
+, ξ̂i

+ ∈ T ∗Mt
+ x̂−

1 , x̂−
2 ∈ Mτ

−; αi
− ∈ T ∗Mτ

−, α̂−
i ,∈ TMτ

−

Inner product§ 〈ξ+
1 , ξ+

2 〉TMt
+

def
=

∫ ∞
0 i

ξ+
1

ξ̂2
+ dµ(t) 〈α1

−, α2
−〉TMτ

−

def
=

∫ ∞
0 i

α̂−
1

α2
− dµ(τ)

Duality pairing 〈ξ+, α−〉T∗Mτ
−×TMt

+

def
= (x̂0, x0) +

∫ ∞
0 iξ+Ξ∗ α− dµ(t) 〈ξ+, α−〉TMt

+×T∗Mτ
−

def
= (x0, x̂0) +

∫ ∞
0 iα−Ξ†

∗ξ+ dµ(τ)

Metrics g+
Mt : TMt

+ × TMt
+ 7→ R1 g−Mτ : TMτ

− × TMτ
− 7→ R1

g+
Mt (x

+
1 , x+

2 ) = 〈ξ+
1 − ξ+

2 , ξ+
1 − ξ+

2 〉TB+ g−Mτ (x̂−
1 , x̂−

2 ) = 〈α1
− − α2

−, α1
− − α2

−〉TB−

Norms ‖ξ+‖TMt
+

=
√

〈ξ+, ξ+〉TMt
+

def
=

√
Sa(x0, ra) ‖α−‖T∗Mτ

−
=

√
〈α−, α−〉T∗Mτ

−
def
=

√
S∗

r (x̂0, rr)

§In arguments of contractions i·(·), hats denote duality.

backward evolution of Σ−. In particular (h, φ) ∈ M × t
and (ω, I) ∈ M∗ × τ . Since the system is passive,
condition (15) should be satisfied regularly. Nevertheless,
Eq. (15) cannot be preserved for all x̂ ∈ M∗, and the
Legendre transform (16) is preserved for the duality
product 〈ξ+, α−〉T∗Mτ

−×TMt
+

only for ω ≥ 0.
The conservative case is illustrative. Assume B = 0
and R = 0 in Eqs. (5)-(10), then after Eq. (17) the
transformation x̂(τ ) = ∇T H(h, φ),

(
ω(τ )
I(τ )

)
=

(
1
J 0
0 1

L

)(
h(t)
φ(t)

)
(19)

provides the dual coordinates x̂(τ ) = (ω, I). Since ω̇(τ ) =
−ω̇(t) and İ(τ ) = −İ(t), in terms of these coordinates
there is an associated co-hamiltonian function H?(ω, I)
in Eq. (11) and after Eq. (18) a transformation x(t) =
∇T H?(ω, I), yields

(
h(t)
φ(t)

)
=

(
J 0
0 L

) (
ω(τ )
I(τ )

)
(20)

i.e. the inverse transformation of Eq. (19) as expressed in
Eq. (15). Although the hessian matrices ∇2H(h, φ) and
∇2H?(ω, I) are regular, the transformation is not regular
for all x ∈M, for the reasons previously exposed.

V. NONLINEAR GRAMIANS FOR THE Hp-CLASS

In the Geometric framework provided in (Lopezlena,
2006b), the nonlinear Gramians are isometric isomorphisms
operating as duality maps, whose concatenation yields an
automorphism.

Definition 5.1: The isometric isomorphism Q : M 7→
M∗ such that Sa(x0, ra) is an integral invariant is called
nonlinear future Gramian. The isometric isomorphism P :

M∗ 7→ M such that S∗
r (x̂0, rr) is an integral invariant is

called nonlinear past Gramian.
In (Lopezlena and Scherpen, 2006b) is argued that if the
Gramians satisfy the following condition{

[P τ (x̂(τ ))]−1 = Qt(x(t)), s.t.[
∇2

x̂S∗
r (x̂, rr)

]−1 = ∇2
xSa(x, ra), is regular

(21)

then the system Σ is balanced and (21) is called the
balancing condition. In the following result is shown that
such condition (21) defines the isometric isomorphism of a
duality pairing, i.e., duality is provided with an isometric
bijective map with inverse map such that both are structure-
preserving:

Corollary 5.1: Let Σ be in the Hp-class with its system
trajectories supported by the Hilbert manifold structure in
Table II. The following is asserted:

1) Such Hilbert manifolds are dual for the duality pairing
〈·, ·〉T∗Mτ

−×TMt
+

: T ∗Mτ
− × TMt

+ 7→ R1 by a
surjective isometry Ξ(x̂0(τ )) = P τ (x̂0(τ )) as defined
in Table II.

2) Such Hilbert manifolds are dual for the duality pairing
〈·, ·〉TMt

+×T∗Mτ
−

: TMt
+ × T ∗Mτ

− 7→ R1 by a
surjective isometry Ξ†(x(t)) = Qt(x(t)) as defined
in Table II.

3) When the balancing condition (21) is satisfied, both
duality pairings in Table II are equivalent.

4) The composition maps Υ def= P τ ◦Qt :Mt
+ 7→ Mt

+ ,
Υ† = Qt ◦ P τ :M∗τ

− 7→ M∗τ
− satisfy

〈ξ, Υ∗ζ〉TMt
+

= 〈Υ∗ξ, ζ〉TMt
+
, (22)

〈α−, Υ†∗β−〉T∗Mτ
−

= 〈Υ†∗α−, β−〉T∗Mτ
−
, (23)

for ξ, ζ ∈ TMt
+, α−, β− ∈ T ∗Mτ

− and thus are
selfadjoint automorphisms in this sense.
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Proof: It is a particular case from (Lopezlena, 2006b),
with Sa(x0, ra) and S?

r (x̂0, rr) from Remarks (2.1)-(2.2).

In the reminder of the section, the geometric structure of
the nonlinear Gramians from (Lopezlena, 2006b) is recalled.
Assume in this section M2

2 (x) def= 0 in Eq.(1).
Let the set of input trajectories {u(t)|u(t) ∈ U , t ∈ t}
on the set of admisible inputs U be such that a point
x0 ∈ M can be reached from the origin following a
trajectory x(t). We assert that ui is equivalent to uj ,
ui ≡ uj mod x(t), ui, uj ∈ U , if both produce the
same trajectory x(t) = G(ui) = G(uj) where G : U 7→
M defines a (regular by assumption) equivalence relation
uiGuj. Furthermore, consider the set of state trajectories
{x(t)|x(t) ∈M0, x(0) = x0, t ∈ t} that produce an output
y(t) ∈ Y. We assert that xi is equivalent to xj, xi ≡ xj

mod y(t), xi, xj ∈ M, if both produce the same output
trajectory y(t) = h(xi) = h(xj) where h :M 7→ Y defines
a (regular by assumption) equivalence relation xi h xj . The
following definitions are used throughout:

Definition 5.2: From Eq.(1), denote by h−1 : Y 7→ M,
x(t) = h−1(y(t)) the inverse map of M1

2 (x) and denote
by g−1 : M 7→ U , u(t) = g−1(x(t)) the inverse map of
M2

1 (x).
Definition 5.3: Associated to Σ define the following op-

erators Ψp : L2(−∞, 0] 7→ Rn, Ψf : Rn 7→ L2[0,∞) by

Ψpu(t) def= Θ−1(0,−∞, 0, x−∞, g ◦ u(t)), (24)

Ψf (x0) def= h ◦ Φ(∞, 0, x0, g ◦ u(t)), (25)

where Θ ∈ S−
Fu

and Φ ∈ S+
Fu

. The composition of Eq.
(24)-(25) defines the operator Γu(t) = Ψf ◦ Ψp ◦ u(t).
Moreover, using Def. 5.2, the adjoint operators Ψ†

p : Rn 7→
L2(−∞, 0], Ψ†

f : L2[0,∞) 7→ Rn are defined by

Ψ†
p(x̂0) def= g−1 ◦Θ(∞, 0, x̂0, h−1 ◦ ŷ(τ )), (26)

Ψ†
f ŷ(τ ) def= Φ−1∗(0,−∞, x̂−∞, h−1 ◦ ŷ(τ )), (27)

where Φ ∈ S+
Fu

, Θ ∈ S−
Fu

. The composition of the Eq. (26)
and (27) defines the operator Γ† ŷ(τ ) = Ψ†

p ◦Ψ†
f ◦ ŷ(τ ).

The following diagram describes the relationships between
these operators: (dual spaces are denoted by

∗=)

Y Ψf←−−−− M0
Ψp←−−−− U

∗
∥∥∥ ∗

∥∥∥ ∗
∥∥∥

Y∗ Ψ
†
f−−−−→ M∗

0

Ψ†
p−−−−→ U∗

The following result (derived from Prop. 4.2, (Lopezlena,
2006b)) is presented without proof.

Proposition 5.1: The past and future Gramians P τ , Qt

for the Hp-class are such that they satisfy:

1) They can be alternatively written as (respectively)
P τ (x̂0) = Ψp ◦Ψ†

p(x̂0) and Qt(x0) = Ψ†
f ◦Ψf (x0).

2) For 0 6= σ2
i = λi ∈ R+, i = 1, ..., n the eigenproblem

{
Qt ◦ x+

i (t) = σi x̂−
i (τ ),

P τ ◦ x̂−
i (τ ) = σi x+

i (t), (28)

is equivalent to the singular value problem
{

Υ ◦ x+
i (t) = λi x+

i (t),
Υ† ◦ x−

i (τ ) = λi x−
i (τ ).

(29)

3) Let P t ◦ x+
i (t) def= [P τ ]−1 ◦ x+

i (t) and Qτ ◦ x̂−
i (τ ) def=

[Qt]−1 ◦ x̂−
i (τ ). Then (28) and (29) are equivalent to

{
Qt ◦ x+

i (t) = λiP
t ◦ x+

i (t),
P τ ◦ x̂−

i (τ ) = λiQ
τ ◦ x̂−

i (τ ). (30)

Proof: Derived from the proof of Prop. 4.2 in
(Lopezlena, 2006b).
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